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TITLE 1 GENERAL GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION  
CHAPTER 12 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY  
PART 21 GRANT PROGRAM RULES  
 
1.12.21.1 ISSUING AGENCY: DoIT of Information Technology (“DoIT”)   
[1.12.21.1 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 
 
1.12.21.2 SCOPE: These rules apply to the development, award and administration of grant programs 
within the jurisdiction of DoIT, the Office of Broadband Access and Expansion (“OBAE”), the Connect New 
Mexico Council (“Council”), or to any public body administratively attached to DoIT, directly or indirectly.  These 
rules also apply to a subject grant program, as applicable, and to any person who applies, or intends to apply, for a 
grant under a program that is subject to these rules. These rules do not apply to contracting. 
[1.21.21.2 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 
 
1.12.21.3 STATUTORY AUTHORITY: Subsections A and B of Section 9-27-6 NMSA 1978; Subsection 
C of Section 63-9K-4 NMSA 1978;  
[1.21.21.3 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 
 
1.12.21.4 DURATION: Permanent. 
[1.12.21.4 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 
 
1.12.21.5 OBJECTIVE: These rules establish standards and practices for the development, challenge, 
application, award and administration of subject grant programs. 
[1.12.21.5 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 
 
1.12.21.6 EFFECTIVE DATE:  April 1, 2023, unless a later date is cited at the end of a section.   
[1.12.21.6 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023]. 
 
1.12.21.7 DEFINITIONS:  These rules are subject to all applicable statutory definitions in Section 63-9k-2 
NMSA 1978 and in Section 9- 27 NMSA 1978, and to these supplemental definitions: 
 A. “Application” means the compilation of information and materials that comprise a formal request 
to receive an award.   
 B. “Assistance grant program” means a grant award process that does not require a merit process.   
 C. “Award” means the appropriation of funds to a grantee under the terms of an award agreement.   
 D. “Award agreement” means the documentation that governs the terms and conditions of an 
award. 
 E. “Constructive notice” means that notice of an action or event was sent to a person, or published 
to an audience that included the person, as required by these rules, even if the person did not actually read the notice.    
 F. “Contract” means any type of agreement, regardless of what it may be called, where the principal 
purpose is to acquire services or materials, or a combination of these.    
 G. “Contracting” means the process of procurement and negotiation that results in a contract. 
 H. “Contractor” means a person who agrees to provide goods or services pursuant to the terms of a 
Contract. 
 I. “Council” means the connect New Mexico council established by Section 63-9k-3 NMSA 1978. 
 J.  “Director” means the director of the office of broadband access and expansion.  
 K. “DoIT” means the New Mexico department of information technology and, as applicable, its staff 
and contractors. 
 L. “DoIT’s law clerk” means any person identified as such by the secretary, the designee of any 
such person, or the designee of the secretary.   
 M. “Eligible entities” means those entities specified in a NOFO as required or acceptable grantees. 
 N. “Eligible project area” means those geographic boundaries, or other criteria that delineate 
eligible project boundaries, specified in a NOFO or funding source as locations for the expenditure of program 
funds. 
 O. “Fund” means the connect New Mexico fund established by Section 63-9k-6 NMSA 1978. 
 P. “Funding source” means the appropriation, grant, donation or other commitment to provide 
funding for a grant program and that specifies funding conditions. 
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 Q. “Grant” means a commitment by a public body to provide funding to a grantee or subrecipient, 
pursuant to an award agreement, to accomplish a purpose authorized by law as described in the award agreement.  
 R. “Grantee” means any person who or entity that receives an award. 
 S. “Last mile infrastructure” means a network for which the predominant purpose is to provide 
broadband service to end-users (e.g., homes, businesses, community institutions). 
 T. “Middle mile infrastructure” means a network for which the predominant purpose involves 
connecting a last-mile network to a regional or national Internet backbone to enable transport of local traffic to the 
public internet; services may include interoffice transport, carrier-neutral internet exchange facilities, transport 
connectivity to data centers, lit service transport, leased dark fiber, and other similar services.   
 U. “Matching contributions” means a monetary, non-monetary, or a combination of these that a 
grantee is required to contribute to a project to receive an award.  
 V. “Merit based grant program” means a grant funding opportunity that requires a merit process. 
 W.  “Merit Process” means collecting information through an application, assessing each application 
on the basis of evaluation factors, and determining whether the application merits funding according to the 
established criteria and based on available funds. 
 X. “Notice of funding opportunity (NOFO)” means an announcement of grant funding availability 
that provides information about the authorizing legislation, program purpose, program eligibility factors, allowable 
expenditures, match requirements, key performance requirements, evaluation criteria and compliance requirements.    
 Y. “Office of broadband access and expansion” and “OBAE”’ mean the office as established by 
the “Broadband Access and Expansion Act” Section 63-9J NMSA 1978 
 Z. “Pass through entity (PTE)” means the grantee of an award who uses the award funds to support 
a subsequent program. If a state agency is the grantee of an award that will be subsequently awarded to one or more 
subrecipients, that entity shall be a PTE with respect to that grant award.  
 AA. “Procurement Code” means the New Mexico Procurement Code, Section 13-1-1 et seq. NMSA 
1978  
 BB. “Project” means the deliverables promised by a grantee pursuant to the terms of an agreement. 
 CC. “Program” means the set of requirements and processes pursuant to which a specified amount of 
funding is allocated to accomplish specified objectives through one or more grant awards.    
 DD. “Program administrator” means a person authorized by a sponsoring body to manage a program 
and make written determinations within authorized limits.   
 EE. “Secretary” means the confirmed or acting cabinet secretary for DoIT, or the secretary’s lawful 
designee.  
 FF. “Sponsoring body” means the public body subject to these rules that develops and administers a 
program, either as original grantor or as a pass through entity.   
[1.12.21.7 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 
 
1.12.21.8 GENERAL RULES:  These rules govern all subject grant programs: 
 A. Program administrator. A sponsoring body shall designate at least one person to serve as the 
program administrator for each grant program. The sponsoring body for a program shall notify applicants and 
grantees (as applicable) of any change to the program administrator(s) within 30 days of the change. 
 The program administrator for a subject program shall be retained and subject to discharge by the 
sponsoring body subject to the provisions of the State Personnel Act and procurement laws, and to the advice and 
consent of the sponsoring body, as applicable. 
 The program administrator shall report to the sponsoring body for a subject grant program. 
 B. Program purpose. A sponsoring body shall design a grant program to accomplish a purpose 
authorized by the funding source and that conforms to all applicable laws. The purpose and scope of a program shall 
be determined by the sponsoring body. The program purpose shall be stated in the NOFO for a merit-based program, 
and in the authorization order for an assistance grant program. 
 C. Appropriations.  These rules do not apply to any appropriation lawfully used by a sponsoring 
body: 
  (1) to fund program administration; 
  (2) for a purpose specified in a funding source;   
  (3) budgeted for a purpose other than program funding; or  
  (4) for contracting. 
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 D. Notice.  Whenever these rules require notice, the required information shall be directed to the 
intended recipient(s) through e-mail, or through first-class mail if no e-mail address is on file. Notice shall be 
deemed delivered one day after transmission for e-mailed notice and three days after posting for mailed notice. 
 E. Publication. Whenever these rules require publication, the required information shall be 
disseminated through mass communication channels reasonably calculated to reach the intended recipients. Such 
channels shall include display on the public notice section of the DoIT website, and may also include, but are not 
limited to, website postings, text messaging, subscription list-serves, newspapers and social media outlets.   
 F. Service. Whenever these rules require “service”, that shall be accomplished either through e-mail 
or first-class mail to the intended recipient. E-mail service shall be effective upon the sender’s receipt of a return 
receipt, acknowledgment of receipt, or reply to the service e-mail. Mail service shall be effective three days after 
posting. 
 G. Time. In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by these rules: 
  (1) the day from which period of time begins to run shall not be included. The last calendar 
day of the time period shall be included in the computation unless it is a Saturday, Sunday or a day on which a legal 
holiday is observed. In such a case, the period of time runs to the close of business on the next regular workday. If 
the period is less than 11 days, a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday is excluded from the computation. 
  (2) the time allowed to respond or do some other act within a prescribed period after service 
of a notice, pleading or paper, and the service is by first class mail, three calendar days shall be added to the 
prescribed period. 
 H. Waiver and variance. For good cause, a program administrator may waive, vary or excuse 
compliance with, any time limit or ministerial requirement in these rules or of a NOFO. Upon a finding of good 
cause, a program administrator may waive substantive requirements of a NOFO, subject to veto of the sponsoring 
body within 30 days of receiving notice of the waiver.   
  (1) A waiver shall only be valid if documented in a writing physically or digitally signed by 
the program administrator.  
  (2) A person aggrieved by a program administrator’s determination to grant or not grant a 
waiver or excuse pursuant to this rule may, within seven days of receiving notice of the program administrator’s 
determination, appeal the determination to the sponsoring body by serving notice of appeal to the sponsoring body’s 
legal department or lawful designee. 
  (3) The sponsoring body shall have 10 days to affirm or reverse any waiver-related appeal.  
A reversal that results in granting a waiver request shall only be valid if documented in a legally authorized written 
order or resolution, as applicable, of the sponsoring body.  If the sponsoring body does not reverse a program 
administrator’s determination within 10 days of receiving notice of the appeal, that determination is deemed 
affirmed.   
 I. Award agreement.  Every award agreement shall, where applicable: 
  (1) identify the grantor (sponsoring body) and the grantee; 
  (2) identify the funding source and award amount; 
  (3) specify the award deliverables, goals, standards and benchmarks with sufficient 
particularity to  verify performance and to eliminate or minimize subjective assessments of performance;   
  (5) identify the program administrator; 
  (6) identify the administrative, financial, oversight and verification standards and processes 
applicable to the award; 
  (7) specify tax reporting and payment obligations applicable to the award; 
  (9) identify the grantee’s grant administrator or primary contact; 
  (10) specify record keeping and reporting requirements; 
  (11) specify the amount, form and timing of the grantee’s matching contribution, if any; 
  (12) specify limitations on assignment or transfer of award rights, obligations or deliverables; 
  (13) describe ownership rights to tangible or intangible property created by the grantee 
pursuant to the award, including any limitations on the right to voluntarily or involuntarily transfer any property 
created or purchased with award funds, and reversion rights and triggers, if any; 
  (14) identify by citation or codified nomenclature any and all laws, regulations, and published 
guidance that govern award administration or establish program compliance obligations; 
  (15) identify by citation or codified nomenclature the procurement laws, if any, that apply to 
contracting with Award funds; 
  (16) specify contracting documentation requirements and processes, including any approval or 
authorization requirements, and any non-standard contracting limitations; 
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  (18) consistent with the provisions of these rules, include terms governing default; remedies; 
termination criteria and processes; recoupment; cure processes and standards; choice of law; remedy limitations (if 
any); and rehabilitation rights and processes; 
  (19) include pertinent disclaimers and notices concerning compliance obligations, including 
tax payments, prevailing wage laws and preferences;  
  (20) identify key deadlines; 
  (23) specify end user or customer service terms or conditions applicable to the award, 
including price or discount agreements, service level commitments, co-share or cooperation requirements; 
  (24) incorporate the terms and conditions of the NOFO; 
  (25) incorporate all statements and representations in the application as actionable 
representations and warranties; 
  (26) include any other covenants or conditions required by the funding source or pertinent to 
the requirements of a particular program. 
  (27) specify a process for the grantee to request modifications or accommodations responsive 
to unexpected or changed circumstances during project performance.   
 J. Disqualification and debarment. A sponsoring body shall not make an award, or consider an 
application for an award, made by any person who, within the preceding five years, violated any federal, state or 
local law or rule governing theft, fraud, misrepresentation, trade practices, undue influence, business ethics, 
lobbying or political contributions. 
  (1) Subject to New Mexico laws governing res judicata, a sponsoring body may treat a final 
judgment, order or similar legal instrument against a person as conclusive or prima facie evidence of a disqualifying 
violation. 
  (2) A sponsoring body may establish that a person has committed a disqualifying violation 
after conducting a duly noticed hearing with sufficient procedural safeguards to provide due process. 
  (3) Unless a disqualification or debarment is final by operation of law, a person may 
challenge a disqualification or debarment pursuant to the challenges and disputes section of these rules.  
 K. Grant program coordination and collaboration. Where a funding source or controlling law 
requires or contemplates coordination between DoIT, OBAE and the council, these entities shall collaborate on the 
development, award and administration of a program subject to a specific or generally applicable memorandum of 
understanding (MOU).  A MOU may incorporate a responsibility matrix that may be customized for a particular 
program.  These rules do not preclude subject entities from cooperating in the development or administration of a 
grant program in the absence of a specific legal or program directive to do so.  
 L. Award modification. A sponsoring body may increase an award for good cause and as necessary 
to accomplish the project objectives.  A modified award shall be published in the same manner as publication of the 
initial award.  As used here, good cause refers to an unexpected and unforeseeable change in economic 
circumstances beyond the control of the awardee that would prevent completion of the project if the award is not 
modified.   
[1.12.21.8 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 
 
1.12.21.9 MERIT BASED GRANT PROGRAMS: These additional rules apply to a merit based grant 
program. 
 A. Merit requirement. Unless the rules applicable to an assistance grant program apply, a grant 
program shall be merit-based. 
 B. General merit standards. A merit-based grant program shall be designed and conducted in a 
manner that encourages participation by applicants who are reasonably likely to accomplish the program purpose, 
who have the ability to satisfy award criteria, who have interests and capabilities aligned with the intended 
beneficiaries of the program and who have the interest and ability to sustain the program purpose; 
  (2)  shall encourage contracting with state, local, minority, native american and woman 
owned enterprises; 
  (3) unless specified by a funding source, or good cause exists, shall not use eligibility or 
program specifications that favor a particular applicant. In this context, good cause means there is a compelling 
public interest that justifies favoring a particular applicant, but the program does not qualify to be established as an 
assistance grant program; 
  (4) shall, if lawful and reasonably practicable, be designed in a way that supports direct or 
indirect participation by local and small businesses;   
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  (5) shall include a process that allows the sponsoring body to waive or defer a matching 
contribution upon a showing of good cause and where sufficient safeguards can be implemented to facilitate 
successful completion of the project. 
   (a) As used in this rule, safeguards may include, but are not limited to, financial 
guarantees by the grantee or third party, bond programs or bond program initiatives, enhanced contractor 
qualifications, or enhanced project oversight including increased reporting frequency.   
   (b) As used in this rule, good cause exists when an applicant submits a waiver 
request with an application articulating facts which show a legal or practical obstacle to appropriating or generating 
sufficient funding for the matching requirement using all reasonably available funding mechanisms. Obstacles to 
funding may include, but are not limited to, challenging socio-economic conditions within the proposed service area 
or community, poor subscriber revenue projections, limited investment opportunity or return expectations, or 
infeasibility of generating matching funds through tax or bond initiatives. A demonstration of a current lack of 
available funding, without more, will not establish good cause.   
   (c) A waiver request shall be submitted with an application, using a form or format 
specified by the sponsoring body, and shall include both the justification for the request and any safeguards the 
applicant is willing to implement to facilitate project completion.   
  (6) may include incentives for an application that maximizes or leverages alternative and 
supplemental funding sources for a program. Any available incentive shall be identified in the program NOFO.   
  (7) shall be designed and administered in a manner that maximizes transparency without 
sacrificing confidentiality or competitive processes.   
 C. Application period. Unless the program administrator finds good cause to shorten the application 
period, that period shall be no less than 30 days. 
  (1) For purposes of this rule, good cause includes, but is not limited to, any exigent 
circumstances relating to funding conditions, business need, cost savings, business conditions (including material, 
equipment and labor supply issues), program objectives or needs.  
  (2) A NOFO shall identify the good cause that justifies any application period less than 60 
days. 
  (3) If allowed by the NOFO, a program administrator may accept, evaluate and award 
applications submitted earlier than the filing deadline. 
 D. NOFO. A merit-based program shall be conducted pursuant to a NOFO, which shall: 
  (1) identify, with reasonable particularity, the purpose, scope, eligible entities, and eligible 
projects; 
  (2) be drafted or reviewed by a subject matter expert experienced with the type of project(s) 
eligible for funding, and in NOFO drafting; 
  (3) specify, with reasonable particularity, application requirements, including deadline, 
supporting documentation, eligibility criteria and submission requirements; 
  (4) specify the total funding available under the program and the maximum funding available 
for a single award; 
  (5) be timely published in a manner that is reasonably calculated to provide notice to 
potential applicants.  At a minimum, every NOFO shall be published through a NOFO list service operated by the 
sponsoring body, on a designated location on the webpage of the sponsoring body and through each publication 
method required by other law; 
  (6) accept and consider applications from non-public entities to the extent allowable by law 
and the funding source; 
  (7) identify the program administrator;  
  (8) identify factor(s), if any, other than an application score, that may have bearing on 
application evaluation and selection;  
  (9) provide a streamlined mechanism, such a frequently asked questions forum, for 
requesting and providing supplemental or clarifying information that may impact the award determination; 
  (10)  specify match requirements, including match percentage and contribution timing; and  
  (11) if a match waiver is allowed under a program, specific standards for approving, and the 
process for requesting, a waiver. 
 E. Award agreement.  To the extent permitted by program exigencies, a sponsoring body shall 
publish a template award agreement with the NOFO. 
 F. Application. Every merit-based program shall require the submission of an application for 
evaluation and scoring.  An application shall: 
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  (1) seek the necessary information to enable a comprehensive scoring and evaluation of an 
applicant's potential to most effectively achieve program objectives and meet policy and compliance requirements; 
  (2) avoid, to the extent practical, requests for information that is likely to be considered 
confidential under state or federal law, and provide a process consistent with these rules for an applicant to request 
confidential treatment of required application material or information; 
  (3) be published with the NOFO; 
  (4) only be accepted in a specified digital format, unless a program administrator finds good 
cause to allow a specific applicant to submit a paper application; 
  (5) not request information about an applicant’s status as a minority or small business 
enterprise unless pertinent to a scoring or award criterion;  
  (6) request the identification and qualification of a fiscal agent if required; 
  (7) require specific and detailed descriptions of the proposed service area and project 
deliverables; 
  (8)  limit application submission requirements and processes to only those reasonably 
necessary to ensure a full and fair evaluation and avoid requirements or processes that are likely to be unduly 
burdensome to a potential applicant unless strictly necessary to obtain evaluative information; and  
  (9) specify how an applicant can request pre-submission clarification of application 
requirements or processes. 
 G. Application pre-screening. The program administrator shall pre-screen each application to 
determine if it provides all requested information and supporting materials. 
  (1) If an application submitted in good faith is incomplete, the program administrator shall 
notify the applicant of the deficiency and allow the applicant an opportunity to cure the deficiency unless allowing 
that opportunity would be contrary to a material program objective.  
  (2) A program administrator may reject any application that remains incomplete after 
expiration of the specified cure period. 
  (3) A program administrator shall accept and proceed with scoring and evaluation of every 
materially complete application.   
 H. Scoring and evaluation. Every merit-based program application shall be evaluated pursuant to a 
published scoring and evaluation guide.  
  (1) The scoring guide shall identify key selection criteria; provide a methodical, structured 
approach to comprehensively assess an applicant’s potential to satisfy program and award requirements; and shall 
ensure all applications receive a consistent standard of evaluation and scoring. 
  (2) Each application shall be scored by multiple reviewers, as specified in the NOFO. 
   (a) A program may use multiple panels of reviewers of functionally comparable 
size.  
   (b) If all applications are not evaluated and scored by a single review panel, the 
program administrator or designee(s) shall conduct a final review which shall evaluate all application scores, 
conduct any application due diligence and make final award recommendations or decisions.  
  (3) If specified in the NOFO, a sponsoring agency may consider non-scored criteria in the 
award selection process, including, but not limited to: 
   (a) Geographic diversity: distributing awards to qualifying service areas across a 
state. 
   (b) Organizational diversity: distributing awards to a variety of qualifying entities. 
   (c) Synergy with state strategic priorities: consideration of other programs across 
the state aimed to foster economic and social development, and how broadband can advance those objectives and 
plans. 
 
 I. Reviewer qualification, selection and compensation. Each reviewer shall either be a subject 
matter expert specific to the program or specifically trained to evaluate and score program applications.   
  (1) The program administrator shall select and appoint the reviewers and shall provide or 
arrange for any required reviewer training.   
  (2) Subject to the terms of the funding source, and to all applicable procurement and 
personnel laws and policies, the sponsoring body shall determine whether reviewers will be contracted, employed or 
volunteers. 
  (3) Prior to selection, every prospective reviewer shall be required to disclose any facts and 
circumstances likely to create an actual or perceived financial conflict of interest. 
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   (a) The program administrator shall determine whether a reviewer has a 
disqualifying financial conflict.   
   (b) In determining whether a reviewer has a disqualifying conflict, the program 
administrator shall evaluate whether the reviewer, or any entity affiliated with the reviewer, has a direct or indirect 
financial interest that may be impacted favorably or adversely by the reviewer’s evaluation, score or 
recommendation. 
 J. Public comment.  Unless good cause exists to eliminate a public comment period, or to shorten 
the allowed time for submitting comments, the sponsoring body shall publish a draft NOFO, and allow the public to 
comment on that draft and the proposed service area, for at least 10 days.  
  (1) The publication shall specify how, and by when, public comments may be submitted, any 
material limitations on comments, and the period of time allowed for the sponsoring body to review comments after 
expiration of the submission period. 
  (2) The sponsoring body shall accept and consider every timely submitted public comment 
before officially publishing a program NOFO and may revise the program documents in response to any comment 
before that publication.  The sponsoring body may, but is not required to, provide responses to comments or offer an 
additional public comment period to address revisions made in response to prior public comments. 
  (3) A person who fails to offer comment during a public comment period waives any 
objection to the form of the published NOFO, and to the proposed service area, but shall not be barred from 
challenging the legal sufficiency of any NOFO terms or provisions. 
  (4) Any person, other than an employee or agent of the sponsoring body, shall be allowed to 
submit public comments. 
 K. Confidential information. A program administrator shall provide a process for an applicant to 
request confidential treatment of information required for an application. 
  (1) Subject to any program exigencies beyond the control of the sponsoring body, the 
confidentiality request process shall be prominently specified in the application form or on any web-based 
application portal. 
  (2) A request to treat application information as confidential shall be submitted as specified 
by the program administrator and supported by a declaration that provides sufficient factual information and legal 
authority to support the confidentiality request. A declaration form is available on DoIT’s website. 
  (3) The program administrator shall refer each confidentiality request for a legal review by 
the sponsoring body’s legal counsel or that person’s designee. 
  (4) If the program administrator notifies the applicant that information will not be held 
confidential, the applicant shall be allowed at least five days from the date of the notice to appeal that determination 
pursuant to these rules. The information shall be treated confidentially pending the resolution of the appeal and any 
ensuing judicial review. If a determination that information in an application is not confidential becomes final the 
applicant may withdraw the application, or proceed with the application process, in which case the application will 
be a public record. 
  (5) An Applicant who requests and receives confidential treatment of information is solely 
responsible for opposing any public record request, discovery request or subpoena for the information in any 
administrative or judicial forum. As soon as practical after receiving a request for confidential information, a 
program administrator shall attempt to notify the owner of the information of the request. However, neither the 
program administrator nor the sponsoring body shall be responsible for ensuring the applicant has sufficient time, 
means or opportunity to oppose the request, nor shall either be liable for any consequences resulting from the 
applicant’s inability or failure to timely challenge the request, or for the administrative or judicial denial of any 
objection to disclosure. 
[1.12.21.9 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 

 
1.12.21.10 ASSISTANCE GRANTS: These additional rules apply to assistance grant programs. 
 A. Authorization. An assistance grant is authorized if the: 
  (1) total available program funding does not exceed $2,500,000;  
  (2) funding source specifies the grantee or subrecipient;  
  (3) funding source requires program funds to be fully expended in fewer than 18 months;  
  (4) sponsoring body determines that the grantee or subrecipient is the only person who can 
satisfy program requirements specified by a funding source in a timely, correct and cost-effective manner;  
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  (5) delay inherent in the merit-based program would likely create or exacerbate a threat to 
life, health, physical security, economic security, cybersecurity or educational development of state residents or to 
the State, or would likely delay meaningful mitigation of such an existing threat; or 
  (6) grantee or subrecipient is a governmental unit or tribal government and the funding 
source does not expressly require a competitive or merit-based process. 
 B. Justification order. An assistance grant shall be authorized by an order or resolution of the 
sponsoring body, supported by findings and conclusions justifying an assistance grant, and published at least 21 
days before the award. 
 C. Grant proposal. An assistance grant shall be based on a grant proposal presented by the grantee 
or subrecipient that, at a minimum, includes: 
  (1) a detailed description of the proposed project, how the project would accomplish a 
purpose specified in, and satisfy conditions of, the funding source, the project timeline and the source and 
availability of other funds required to complete the project; 
  (2) the identity, financial and performance qualifications of each grantee, vendor or 
contractor who will be directly or indirectly receive award funds, including qualifications of the project manager and 
all key grantee, vendor and contractor personnel;  
  (3) the form and substance of each contract the grantee proposes to procure with the award 
funds;  
  (4) the identify and qualifications of the grantee’s fiscal agent, if required; 
  (5) sufficient information to establish that the proposal meets an exception to the merit-based 
program; and 
  (6) any other information requested by the sponsoring body. 
 D. Match requirement. Unless a funding source prohibits requiring a match, or specifies a match 
requirement, a sponsoring body may specify match, and match waiver, requirements.  Match and match waiver 
requirements shall be specified in the justification order and included in the award agreement. 
 E. Contracting.  To the largest extent possible, the sponsoring body will encourage the funding 
program participation by New Mexico-based organizations, organizations located (and hiring from) within the 
proposed project footprint, woman and minority owned organizations, veteran owned businesses and tribally owned 
or based organizations and businesses. 
[1.12.21.10 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 
 
1.12.21.13 CHALLENGES AND DISPUTES: These rules apply when a person seeks to challenge any 
action or inaction authorized, taken, required or governed by these rules, by a funding source or by any state or 
federal law that governs a program and is not, by law or agreement, within the exclusive subject matter jurisdiction 
of another dispute resolution process or forum.   
 A. Roles. Any challenge brought pursuant to these rules shall be determined by the secretary or the 
secretary’s designee. If a person challenges an action taken directly by the secretary, or an action allegedly owed 
directly by the secretary, the secretary shall be recused and the OBAE director shall determine the matter. 
  (1) The secretary or director may appoint a hearing officer or special master to take evidence, 
conduct proceedings, including hearings, and make recommended findings, conclusions and decisions.   
  (2) An appointed hearing officer or special master may be a council member, employee of 
DoIT, or contractor. 
 B. Parties. The only parties to a challenge brought pursuant to these rules shall be the person who 
submits the challenge, who shall be referred to as a “petitioner”, and the sponsoring body whose action or inaction is 
the subject of the challenge.  These rules do not establish a forum or provide a process for resolving disputes 
between private parties. 
 C. Initiation. A challenge shall be initiated by submitting a complete challenge form to the DoIT law 
clerk, or that person’s designee. The challenge form, including the law clerk’s contact e-mail, is available on DoIT’s 
website. A person who does not have access to e-mail may contact DoIT’s law clerk by phone to arrange for an 
alternative filing method. A person who submits a challenge shall be referred to as the “Petitioner”. 
 D. Time. Unless a sponsoring body specifies a different time limit, a person shall have no more than 
21 days from when that person received actual or constructive notice of the act, or failure to act, that is the subject of 
a challenge to submit the challenge form.  For good cause, upon request or sua sponte, and when doing so would not 
interfere with program objectives or funding source directions, a sponsoring body may extend this time limit.   
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 E. Standing. Only a person who is aggrieved by the action or inaction that is the subject of a 
challenge has standing to make the challenge. For purposes of this requirement, a person is aggrieved if the action or 
inaction could directly and immediately have an adverse impact on a property interest of the person. 
 F. Real party in interest. A challenge shall only be made by a real party in interest, and the 
petitioner’s interest must be apparent from the information in the challenge form. 
 G. Representation.  An individual petitioner may, but is not required to, be represented by legal 
counsel in connection with a challenge. A petitioner who is not a corporal entity shall be represented by legal 
counsel of its choosing, and at its expense, in connection with a challenge. 
 H. Procedures. Within 10 days of receiving a challenge, the secretary shall issue a process order to 
govern the ensuing proceedings through decision. The time limits, processes and rules of evidence that govern a 
challenge shall be specified by the secretary through a general order, through the process order or through a 
combination of such orders. 
  (1) The procedures and rules of evidence that apply to a particular challenge shall satisfy the 
minimum procedural due process requirements pertaining to the right or interest that is at issue.  
  (2) Time limits and deadlines shall be commensurate with the exigencies of a particular 
challenge. 
  (3) A general order or process order may adopt by reference any established rule of 
procedure or evidence followed by any other New Mexico agency, state court or New Mexico federal court.   
  (4) For good cause, on motion or sua sponte, a hearing officer may waive, amend or 
supplement any provision in the applicable process order, but not of a general order.   
  (5) Every general order shall become effective when posted on DoIT’s website.   
  (6) A process order shall provide a link to any general order applicable to a proceeding. 
 I. Decision. The secretary or director, as applicable, shall issue a final decision and order within the 
time specified in the process order.   
  (1) A decision and order shall include findings of fact, statements of law and conclusions 
sufficient to support judicial review.   
  (2) Findings of fact shall be supported by evidence of record, or administratively noticed.  
Unless due process requirements mandate otherwise, a finding of fact may be based on hearsay evidence that is 
admissible under the rules of evidence that apply in New Mexico state courts, or that is otherwise deemed reliable.    
  (3) The secretary or director, as applicable, shall not reject a finding of fact proposed by a 
hearing officer without reviewing all evidence in the record of the proceedings. 
  (4) A decision and order shall be deemed final upon service of the parties to the proceeding. 
  (5) If the secretary or director, as applicable, fails to timely render a decision and order, the 
challenge shall be deemed rejected as of the date the decision and order was due.   
 J. Service. Service, when required, shall be accomplished by e-mail, if the required recipient has 
provided DoIT with an e-mail address, or otherwise by regular, first class, mail. 
  (1) DoIT’s law clerk shall be responsible for completing service when service is required by 
DoIT, the secretary, the director, a hearing officer or a special master. 
  (2) The process order shall be served on the petitioner and any other party to the proceeding. 
  (3) A party to a proceeding shall contemporaneously serve each other party to a proceeding a 
copy of any correspondence, pleading or evidence submitted to DoIT, the secretary, the director, the hearing officer 
or the special master in connection with a proceeding governed by a process order. 
  (4) A party to a proceeding is not required to prepare or file certificates of service. Every 
party to a proceeding shall maintain a contemporaneous service log using the form available on DoIT’s website.   
Within five days of the issuance of a final decision and order, each party shall file with DoIT’s law clerk a copy of 
that party’s service log and provide a copy of same to every other party. The service log(s) shall be considered part 
of the record of the proceeding.   
 K. Records. DoIT’s law clerk is the custodian of all filings and records pertaining to a proceeding. 
  (1) All filings shall be submitted to DoIT’s law clerk. 
  (2) DoIT’s law clerk shall be copied on any correspondence pertaining to a proceeding 
submitted to the secretary, the director, a hearing officer or a special master.   
  (3) Failure to copy or serve DoIT’s law clerk when required shall result in the exclusion of 
the omitted material from consideration and from the record of the proceedings. 
 L. Intervention. Any person who has a property interest that may be adversely impacted by the 
decision on a challenge may apply for leave to intervene in the challenge proceeding. An application to intervene 
shall be made within 10 days from when the applicant received actual or constructive notice of a challenge. 
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 M. Confidentiality. Information or data submitted to a sponsoring body pursuant to an approved 
confidentiality request shall not be disclosed to, or used by, any party to a challenge proceeding unless the owner of 
the confidential information waives confidentiality. 
[1.12.21.13 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 
 
1.12.21.14 DEFAULT, CURE AND AWARD TERMINATION: A sponsoring body may unilaterally 
terminate an award only as authorized by, and subject to the requirements of, these rules. 
 A. Uncured material default. A sponsoring body may terminate an award based on a grantee’s 
uncured failure to comply with or satisfy a material term of an award, including, but not limited to, failure to meet a 
financial, reporting, budget, performance, service level, pricing or deadline requirement. 
 B. Notice of default. Before terminating an award, a program administrator shall provide a grantee 
notice of the default and an opportunity to cure. 
  (1) Unless exigent circumstances justify a shorter period, a grantee shall be allowed at least 
30 days to cure the noticed default. 
  (2) If a default presents a risk to health, life, or financial welfare of any person or to the state 
unless cured in fewer than 30 days, and the circumstances creating that exigency were not within the control of the 
program administrator or sponsoring body, the period allowed to cure a default may be less than 30 days as 
necessary to mitigate or eliminate the risk.  
 C. Additional provisions.  As required by a funding source, or as necessary to meet funding 
deadlines or program objectives, an award may include additional termination provisions not in conflict with these 
rules. These rules do not apply to or preclude mutual termination of an award. 
 D. Validity. A termination shall not be effective unless approved by the sponsoring body in an order 
or resolution, as applicable, supported by findings and conclusions.   
 E. Effect. Upon termination of an award, ownership and title to all tangible and intangible property 
purchased or created by the grantee with award funds shall be transferred as directed by the sponsoring body in the 
termination order or resolution.  The grantee shall return all unexpended award funds to the program administrator 
and all unexpended and unpaid award funds shall revert to the award funding source.   
 F. Survival. These termination provisions shall survive Award close out and apply for so long as the 
grantee is obligated to comply with any material provision of an award, including for the duration of any warranty, 
service or price level agreement. A grantee’s failure to cure a material default after award closure shall have the 
same effect as an uncured default prior to award closure. 
 G. Termination alternatives. These rules do not preclude a sponsoring body from imposing a 
sanction other than termination, from mandating corrective action, from excusing a default or from modifying an 
award when termination is not in the best interests of the program.   
  (1) A sponsoring body shall only excuse a default or modify an award for good cause.   
  (2) Good cause exists when circumstances beyond the contemplation and control of the 
grantee and sponsoring body impede or prevent grantee from curing a material default, and the proposed forbearance 
or modification is consistent with program qualifications, deadlines and objectives, legal mandates and funding 
commitments. 
[1.12.21.14 NMAC - N, 04/01/2023] 
 
History of 1.12.21 NMAC:  [RESERVED] 


